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Animal pigment patterns are important for a range of
functions, including camouflage and communication. Repeat-
ing pigment patterns, such as stripes, bars and spots have
been of particular interest to developmental and theoretical
biologists, but the genetic basis of natural variation in such
patterns is largely unexplored. In this study, we identify a
difference in a periodic pigment pattern among juvenile
threespine sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) from differ-
ent environments. Freshwater sticklebacks exhibit prominent
vertical bars that visually break up the body shape, but
sticklebacks from marine populations do not. We hypothesize
that these distinct pigment patterns are tuned to provide
crypsis in different habitats. This phenotypic difference is
widespread and appears in most of the freshwater populations
that we sampled. We used quantitative trait locus (QTL)
mapping in freshwater–marine F2 hybrids to elucidate the

genetic architecture underlying divergence in this pigmenta-
tion pattern. We identified two QTL that were significantly
associated with variation in barring. Interestingly, these
QTL were associated with two distinct aspects of the
pigment pattern: melanophore number and overall pigment
level. We compared the QTL locations with positions of
known pigment candidate genes in the stickleback genome.
We also identified two major QTL for juvenile body size,
providing new insights into the genetic basis of juvenile growth
rates in natural populations. In summary, although there is a
growing literature describing simple genetic bases for
adaptive coloration differences, this study emphasizes that
pigment patterns can also possess a more complex genetic
architecture.
Heredity (2011) 107, 155–166; doi:10.1038/hdy.2011.1;
published online 9 February 2011
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Introduction

Appropriate coloration has a critical role in an animal’s
survival and reproduction. Pigment patterns are essen-
tial for both intraspecific communication, such as species
recognition, mate choice and dominance, and interspe-
cific communication with predators or prey, including
warning coloration, mimicry and camouflage (Protas and
Patel, 2008). The genetics of pigmentation in vertebrates
has been extensively studied for over a century in a
range of laboratory model systems, yielding tremendous
insights into the molecular and developmental mecha-
nisms that generate variant colors and patterns (Barsh,
1996; Steingrimsson et al., 2006). In recent decades,
advances in molecular genetic technology have expan-
ded the repertoire of animal models of pigmentation,
facilitating the discovery of genetic contributions to
variation in pigmentation resulting from both artificial
(Kelsh, 2004; Steingrimsson et al., 2006; Candille et al.,
2007; Cook et al., 2008; Fang et al., 2009; Eizirik et al., 2010)
and natural selection (Gratten et al., 2007; Steiner et al.,

2007; Protas and Patel, 2008; Anderson et al., 2009;
Roberts et al., 2009; Wittkopp and Beldade, 2009).

The evolution of vertebrate coloration occurs in
various forms, including overall color change, alterations
in the location, size or color of distinct patches or
localized regions on the body, as well as changes in the
nature of repeating patterns of spots, bars, stripes or
‘saddles’ across the body. Much of what is known about
the genetic basis for pigment evolution in vertebrates
relates to overall or localized color changes. There are
numerous examples of single genes that have large
effects on coloration in vertebrates (reviewed in the
studies by Hoekstra (2006) and Protas and Patel (2008)).
In particular, one gene, the melanocortin-1 receptor
(Mc1r) is known to underlie color change in multiple
taxa (Hoekstra, 2006; Gross et al., 2009; Uy et al., 2009).
Despite the large number of examples of single locus
effects on pigment evolution, multilocus contributions
to natural color variation have also been identified
(Steiner et al., 2007; Tripathi et al., 2008, 2009).

The evolutionary genetics of repeating pigment
patterns has been substantially less explored than other
types of pigment changes. Periodic patterns have long
been of interest to a range of biologists, not only because
of their important roles in animal ecology and evolution
(Caro, 2005; Stevens and Merilaita, 2009a) but also
because of the intricate processes contributing to their
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development and maintenance (Widelitz et al., 2006;
Kondo et al., 2009). Several developmental mechanisms
are hypothesized to underlie pattern formation, includ-
ing the formation of early prepatterns and autonomous
generation of patterns by reaction-diffusion processes
(Widelitz et al., 2006; Kondo et al., 2009; Werner et al.,
2010). Altering patterns created by these types of mecha-
nisms may require modifications to different genetic
and developmental pathways than those required to
simply change color. Furthermore, the evolution of more
complex patterns might also require a more complex
genetic architecture than has been observed for overall
color change. An appreciation of the genetic basis of
pigment patterns in various systems is required to gain
insights into these issues.

Recent studies have started to explore the genetic basis
of variation in repeating patterns in both mammals
(Candille et al., 2007; Kerns et al., 2007; Eizirik et al., 2010)
and fish (Kelsh, 2004; Parichy, 2006; Boulding et al., 2008;
Kondo et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2009). Zebrafish (Danio
rerio) mutants have proved to be particularly useful for
elucidating genes and developmental mechanisms in-
volved in periodic pattern formation. Pigmentation takes
on added complexity in fish and other poikilotherms,
because these animals have three or more classes of
pigment cells compared with a single pigment cell type
in birds and mammals (Kelsh, 2004; Parichy, 2006).
Despite this developmental complexity, laboratory stu-
dies have shown that single gene mutations can
dramatically alter the zebrafish pigment pattern: elimi-
nating stripes, generating broken or wavy stripes and
even changing stripes into spots (Kelsh, 2004; Parichy,
2006; Kondo et al., 2009).

However, the question still remains as to whether
natural variations in repeating patterns and mutants
identified in the laboratory share a similar genetic basis.
In some cases, the genetic basis may not be conserved.
For example, a zebrafish mutant (panther) has a pheno-
type similar to a closely related species (Danio albolinea-
tus); both have lost the characteristic horizontal stripes
of D. rerio. A clever use of complementation crosses
revealed that these similar phenotypes are caused by
changes in the same pathway, but further experiments
suggested that the mutations are not in the same gene
(Quigley et al., 2005). In addition, the full array of genetic
changes that underlie the evolutionary difference in
pigment patterns between D. rerio and D. albolineatus has
not yet been explored (Quigley et al., 2005). Whether
pigment pattern evolution is widely mediated by single
or multilocus changes is not yet understood, but two
recent studies have provided evidence for both simple
(Roberts et al., 2009) and complex (Boulding et al., 2008)
contributions to alterations in repeating patterns.

The threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
offers an appealing model system in which to investigate
the genetic basis for evolutionary changes in pigment
patterns. Sticklebacks experienced a recent adaptive
radiation throughout the Northern Hemisphere, wherein
migratory (anadromous) marine ancestors invaded new
freshwater habitats that were formed after the last ice
age, B12 000 years ago (Bell and Foster, 1994). These
nascent freshwater residents adapted to their new
habitats, and now exhibit striking differences in beha-
vior, physiology and morphology, including pigmenta-
tion (Bell and Foster, 1994). In addition to this extensive

natural phenotypic diversity, an expanding array of
genetic and genomic tools is available for sticklebacks
(Kingsley and Peichel, 2007). These tools have facilitated
recent efforts at identifying the genetic contributions—
ranging from genetic architecture to causal genetic
mutation—to multiple adaptive traits, including both
morphology (Peichel et al., 2001; Cresko et al., 2004;
Colosimo et al., 2005; Kimmel et al., 2005; Miller et al.,
2007; Albert et al., 2008; Kitano et al., 2009; Chan et al.,
2010) and behavior (Kitano et al., 2009).

In this study, we describe a phenotypic difference in
the pigment patterns of juvenile threespine sticklebacks
from migratory marine vs freshwater-resident popula-
tions. We hypothesize that these patterns are important
for cryptic coloration in different habitats. We used
quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping to dissect the
genetic architecture of these divergent color patterns in
freshwater–marine F2 hybrids. We also examined the
QTL underlying body size, another trait that is likely to
influence the fitness of juveniles.

Materials and methods

Animals
Wild-caught sticklebacks from Hotel Lake and Little
Campbell River were collected, and intrapopulation
crosses were generated in the laboratory using in vitro
fertilization. The young were reared in net breeders for 2
weeks and then released into 110-l tanks. Juveniles from
different clutches were collected for analysis at 1–2-week
intervals through 8 weeks after hatching. Fish were
housed in water containing 0.35% salt (Instant Ocean,
Aquarium Systems, Mentor, OH, USA) at 16 h light–8 h
dark at 16 1C. Juveniles were fed with brine shrimp
nauplii twice a day. All animals were treated in
accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committees at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center (protocol no. 1575).

To survey the generality of juvenile pigment patterns,
adult marine and freshwater sticklebacks were collected
from multiple locations throughout the Pacific North-
west and crossed and reared as described above.
Populations sampled in British Columbia, Canada
included: Garden Bay Lake (GB), Hotel Lake (HL), Little
Campbell River Marine (LCM), Little Campbell River
Stream Resident (LCS), Paxton Lake Benthic (PB), Paxton
Lake Limnetic (PL), North Lake (NL), Salmon River
Marine (SR) and Secret Cove Marine (SC). Populations
sampled in Washington State, USA, included: Conner
Creek (CC), Humptulips Pond (HP), San Juan Island
Marine (SJ), Lake Washington (LW), a stream near
Clearbrook Road in Sumas (CB) and Willapa Bay Marine
(WB). Permits for fish collections were obtained from the
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife
(permit numbers 07-047 and 08-038) and from the British
Columbia Ministry of Environment (permit numbers
NA/SU06-21454, NA/SU07-31839 and NA/SU08-
42033).

Juveniles were photographed between 6 and 8 weeks
after hatching. We performed a quantitative measure-
ment of the degree of barring (see below) in juveniles
from four freshwater (CC, HL, LW and NL) and four
marine (LCM, SJ, SR and WB) populations. For other
freshwater and marine populations, we categorized
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phenotypes as either barred or unbarred, but did not
perform quantitative measurements.

Quantification of pigmentation
Fish were anesthetized using 0.025% MS-222 and either
photographed immediately (for iridophore quantifica-
tion) or fixed in ethanol (for melanophore quantification).
For iridophore quantification, fish were visualized using
incident light and a stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ1500,
Nikon Inc, Melville, NY, USA), and photographed using
a scope-mounted CoolPix 4500 camera (Nikon Inc.).
For melanophore quantification, fish were immersed in
formalin for a minimum of 1 week to reduce iridophore
pigmentation, and then visualized using a compound
microscope (Nikon Eclipse 80i) and incident light.
Photographs were taken using a Nikon DS-Fi1 camera
and Nikon NIS Elements software.

Degree of barring (parentals, population survey,
F2s): To quantify barring, we developed a method to
measure variation in pigmentation along the flank of
each fish. This method (the gray-value coefficient of
variation (CV)) quantifies variance in the darkness of
pixels (gray-value intensity) from a photograph of the
flank (see Supplementary Information, Supplementary
Figure S1). As the same portion of each fish is sampled,
this method is less biased than other methods that
directly target the darkest and lightest portions of the
pattern and thereby overestimate the barring of unbarred

fish. The pattern of bars is quite variable and can range
even in a single fish from true bars to a checkered
appearance; hence, we chose to focus on an area close to
the midline where the pattern was most consistent.
Photographs were cropped to analyze the same portion
of each fish: 10 body segments (or myomeres) wide,
aligned anteriorly with the start of the dorsal fin and the
equivalent of two body segments high, centered on the
midline. Images were converted to gray scale. The
average gray value (0–255) for each one-pixel column
in the image was determined using the ‘Plot Profile’
command in ImageJ Software (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA; http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
index.html). These values were then ‘smoothed’ by
averaging the gray value in each pixel column over 50
adjacent pixels. A straight line was fit to each profile
(Supplementary Information, Supplementary Figure S1),
and the squared residual from each point to this line was
calculated. We then summed these squared residuals,
divided by the total number of pixels minus one, and
took the square root to obtain a ‘standard deviation’ of the
gray value. To compensate for variable background light
levels across photographs, this s.d. was then divided by the
average gray value of the image and multiplied by 100 to
yield a ‘gray-value CV’ across the flank.

Midline melanophore counts within bars (parentals,
F2s): The cropped images described above were used
to quantify the relative number of melanophores per
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Figure 1 Pigment patterns of juvenile freshwater and marine sticklebacks. Photographs of 6-week-old sticklebacks from (a) a freshwater
population from Hotel Lake (HL) and (b) a marine population from Little Campbell River (LCM). Scale bar¼ 2 mm. (c, d) Photomicrographs
of melanophore distribution across the flank of fish from (panel c) HL and (panel d) LCM after immersion in formalin to reduce iridophore
pigmentation. Scale bar¼ 0.5 mm. (e) A map showing populations surveyed for juvenile pigment pattern phenotype. Marine populations are
shown as green triangles, and freshwater populations are shown as blue circles. An asterisk indicates that the population was used for
quantitative measurement of the degree of barring. CB, Clearbrook; CC, Conner Creek; GL, Garden Bay Lake; HL, Hotel Lake; HP,
Humptulips Pond; LCM, Little Campbell River Marine; LCS, Little Campbell River Stream Resident; LW, Lake Washington; PB, Paxton Lake
Benthic; PL, Paxton Lake Limnetic; NL, North Lake; SC, Secret Cove Marine; SJ, San Juan Island Marine; SR, Salmon River Marine; WB,
Willapa Bay Marine. (f) Quantification of the degree of barring (mean gray-value CV±s.e.m.) in selected freshwater and marine populations.
Asterisk indicates significant difference between fish from marine and freshwater populations (see the ‘Results’ section).
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segment within the light and dark bars of Hotel Lake fish
(‘midline’ dark or light bar melanophores; it should be
noted that the bars span multiple body segments; see
Figure 1). Little Campbell fish are not barred; therefore,
melanophores cannot be assigned to dark or light bars
and are simply referred to as ‘midline melanophores’
(see Table 1). For Little Campbell fish, we counted
melanophores in a single segment because more
extensive melanophore counts revealed that unbarred
fish do not show substantial variation in melanophore
number across the flank (average CV of 12 fish¼ 6%). For
F2s, we counted melanophores in a single segment
within the light bars of barred fish or in an arbitrarily
chosen segment of unbarred fish.

Dorsal and ventral melanophore counts (parentals, F2s):
We also counted dorsal and ventral melanophores within
a larger region of the flank. Similar to measurements of
barring, we sampled the same relative portion of each
fish, rather than an area of a fixed size. We counted all
melanophores per segment in a region centered under-
neath the dorsal fin. Each image was cropped to 4
segments wide and 4 segment-widths high, centered on
the midline. Melanophores in the dorsal and ventral
portions of the body were counted independently. To
avoid simply detecting the presence of bars, we used the
count from the segment with the highest number of
melanophores in the QTL analysis.

Degree of melanization (F2s): The melanin level in
melanophores across the flank was rated categorically by
eye from 1 to 3. Quantitative measures of individual
melanophores were confounded by extensive differences
in melanosome aggregation or dispersal among
melanophores even from a single fish. We were able to
compensate for this variation using this rating system;
this measure represents melanin level, regardless of
melanosome dispersal. For all fish, we assessed the
degree of melanization based on the appearance of the
darkest melanophores on the flank. Images were rated
twice and the scores averaged.

Iridophores (parentals, F2s): The percentage of the
flank covered by iridophores was quantified from
photographs taken of live fish. We cropped images to
include the ventral portion of the fish bordered at the top
by the midline, excluding the highly reflective skin

covering the gut. We analyzed 6 body segments, centered
on the anal vent. We used the threshold function in
ImageJ to select the reflective guanine platelets. We
determined the number of pixels covered by reflective
platelets and then divided this value by the total number
of pixels to obtain the percentage of the ventral flank
covered by iridophores.

QTL analysis
A female from Hotel Lake and an anadromous marine
male from the Little Campbell River were used as
founders of an F2 intercross. A single F1 female and male
sibling were then crossed twice to generate two full-sib
clutches (89 and 93 individuals) that were reared in two
separate tanks and collected at 6 weeks after hatching.
Of these, 176 fish were subjected to whole-genome
genotyping using custom-designed Golden Gate single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA). Genotypes were determined
using GenomeStudio Software (Illumina). JoinMap 3.0
(Van Ooijen and Voorrips, 2001) was used to construct a
linkage map representing all 21 stickleback linkage
groups (LGs) using 1 microsatellite marker (Stn194,
Peichel et al., 2001) and 279 SNP markers (274 fully
polymorphic and 5 polymorphic in only 1 F1 parent).
SNP markers are listed in Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Table S1) and are accessible on the NCBI
website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/).
QTL analysis was performed in R/qtl (Broman and Sen,
2009). Both body size (standard length) and clutch (1 or
2) were included as covariates in the analysis of
pigmentation traits. Body size mapped strongly to two
LGs (LG17 and LG18; see below). Markers at the peaks
of these body-size QTL were also used as covariates for
all pigment QTL scans because pigmentation was
strongly correlated with overall body size (Table 2),
and the residual linkage on LG17 and LG18 due to this
correlation was not completely eliminated by inclusion
of body size as a covariate. Qualitatively similar
results for pigment QTL were obtained when no
covariates were included in the analysis (data not
shown). Likelihood of odds (LOD) significance thresh-
olds for each trait were determined by permutation
testing (1000 permutations). Significant QTL were above
the genome-wide threshold (a¼ 0.05). For traits with
significant QTL, we also looked for the presence of

Table 1 Phenotypic comparison between parental lines

Hotel Lake Little Campbell Marine Statistics

Degree of barring 12.2±1.1 3.3±0.2 F(1, 22)¼ 62.7; Po0.0001
Dorsal melanophores 62±5 60±3 F(1, 22)¼ 0.098; P¼ 0.76
Ventral melanophores 27±3 31±2 F(1, 22)¼ 1.5; P¼ 0.24
Midline dark bar melanophores 44±3 NA NA
Midline light bar melanophores 22±2 NA NA
Midline melanophores NA 42±2 NA
Iridophores 9.7±1.2 26.1±2.7 F(1, 10)¼ 38.9; Po0.0001

Abbreviations: HL, Hotel Lake; LCM, Lake Campbell Marine; NA, not applicable.
The values represent mean±s.e.m. Sample size¼ 12 for both populations, except for iridophore measurements, which were n¼ 7 for HL and
n¼ 5 for LCM. Dorsal and ventral melanophores¼number of melanophores per segment in the dorsal or ventral regions. Midline dark bar
and light bar melanophores¼number of melanophores per segment near the midline in the dark and light bars of HL fish. Midline
melanophores¼number of melanophores per segment near the midline in LCM fish. It should be noted that lake and marine fish have
distinct subsets of midline melanophore phenotypes because HL fish have melanophores within the dark or light bars, but melanophores in
LCM fish cannot be similarly classified because these fish are not barred.
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suggestive QTL that exceeded linkage-group permuta-
tion thresholds. The ‘fitqtl’ function was used to calculate
the percentage variance explained by the peak marker
for each QTL.

Kit ligand allele genotyping
A previous study identified 2 Kit ligand alleles on LG19
that are associated with variation in melanophore
pigmentation across several marine and freshwater
stickleback populations (Miller et al., 2007). We geno-
typed wild-caught Hotel Lake and Little Campbell
individuals (n¼ 10 each, including the founders of the
F2 intercross) using a microsatellite marker that is
diagnostic for these two variant alleles, amplifying a
174-bp product from most populations and a 168-bp
product from freshwater populations that have reduced
pigmentation (Miller et al., 2007).

Location of pigment candidate genes
A list of pigment candidate genes was compiled from
various sources; a complete list of gene names, functions
and references is presented as Supplementary Infor-
mation (Supplementary Table S2). The location of genes
in the stickleback genome (Broad S1, February 2006) was
determined by using either zebrafish or mouse orthologs
in tBLASTn searches or, for annotated genes, by
searching the Ensembl genome browser (http://
www.ensembl.org/Gasterosteus_aculeatus/Info/Index)
for the gene name. Positions on unassembled portions of
the genome are listed in reference to the composite
‘ChrUn’ contained in the UCSC genome browser (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway?db¼gasAcu1). We
have not attempted to assign orthology to genes that
have multiple paralogs (for example, Kita and Kitb are
both called Kit). Ensembl gene predictions are listed in
Supplementary Information (Supplementary Table S2)
when available.

Results

Variation in juvenile pigment patterns
Observations of laboratory-reared juvenile sticklebacks
from a freshwater and an anadromous marine popula-
tion revealed that these fish display highly divergent
pigment patterns during early life. In particular, anadro-
mous marine sticklebacks from the Little Campbell River
are silvery in appearance, because of a high density
of iridophores containing reflective guanine crystals
(Table 1, Figure 1b). In contrast, freshwater-resident

sticklebacks from Hotel Lake exhibit prominent vertical
bars across their flank and have significantly fewer
iridophores (Table 1, Figure 1a). The vertical bars consist
of an uneven distribution of black-pigmented melano-
phores, with twice as many melanophores contained
within the dark bars compared with the light bars
(Table 1, Figure 1c). The melanophores within the dark
bars also appear more darkly pigmented than those
within the light bars (Figure 1c). In some Hotel Lake fish,
the bars are broken midway between the dorsum and the
midline, yielding a ‘checkered’ or ‘zebra-striped’ appear-
ance (Figure 1a). The pattern of melanophores in Little
Campbell marine fish is obscured by the overlying
iridophores (Figure 1b), but an even distribution of
melanophores is revealed after immersion in formalin to
dissolve guanine crystals (Figure 1d). Both populations
have more melanophores on the dorsal portion of the
flank compared with the ventral regions (Table 1).

The differences in the degree of barring are apparent
in fish beginning B2 weeks after hatching (410 mm in
length) and continue through several months of life. As
growth continues, Hotel Lake fish do develop substantial
iridophore pigmentation, which somewhat conceals the
persistent underlying barred melanophore pattern after
approximately 3–4 months of age (30 mm in length;
Supplementary Information, Supplementary Figure S2).

To explore the generality of this pigment pattern
difference among independently derived stickleback
populations, we characterized the pigmentation pheno-
types of juveniles from several locations throughout the
Pacific Northwest (Figures 1e and f). At 6 or 8 weeks after
hatching, most freshwater lake and stream populations
were highly barred. We found one exception to this
general trend: the ‘benthic’ morph from Paxton Lake did
not show strong vertical barring and exhibited a general
paucity of melanophores relative to other freshwater
populations (data not shown). In contrast, none of the
marine populations that we sampled were barred.
Quantification of this difference by measuring the gray-
value CV (see the ‘Materials and methods’ section) across
the flank in juveniles obtained from four freshwater and
four marine populations revealed a highly statistically
significant difference between habitats (Figure 1f; fresh-
water, n¼ 24; marine, n¼ 27; F(1, 49)¼ 71; Po0.0001).

QTL analysis
To gain insights into the genetic basis for divergent
pigmentation, we performed QTL mapping in a Hotel
Lake by Little Campbell marine F2 intercross. We

Table 2 Pairwise correlations between phenotypes used for QTL analysis

Standard
length

Iridophores Degree of
barring

Degree of
melanization

Dorsal
melanophores

Ventral
melanophores

Iridophores 0.660* Po0.00001
Degree of barring �0.157 Po0.05 �0.304* Po0.0001
Degree of melanization �0.229* Po0.01 �0.212* Po0.01 0.488* Po0.00001
Dorsal melanophores 0.400* Po0.00001 0.430* Po0.00001 �0.057 P40.05 0.030 P40.05
Ventral melanophores 0.292* Po0.0001 0.332* Po0.00001 �0.037 P40.05 0.205* Po0.01 0.386* Po0.00001
Midline light bar
melanophores

0.621* Po0.00001 0.482* Po0.00001 �0.436* Po0.00001 �0.147 P40.05 0.282 Po0.01 0.421* Po0.00001

Abbreviation: QTL, quantitative trait locus.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and associated P-value is shown for each pair of traits. Sample size is 176 for all comparisons. Correlations
significant after Bonferroni’s correction are indicated with an asterisk.
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genotyped 176 F2 intercross progeny with 279 SNP
markers and 1 microsatellite marker. The resulting linkage
map consisted of 21 LGs representing the 21 stickleback
chromosomes. The total map length was 1217 cM and the
average distance between markers was 4.6 cM.

QTL analysis of body size: Body size mapped to two
LGs: LG17 and LG18. Taken together, these QTL
explained 460% of variance in body size (Figure 2,
Table 3). In both cases, Hotel Lake alleles were associated
with larger body size (Table 3). The peak of the LG17
QTL is at a marker on an unassembled scaffold (scaffold
27). In the genetic map from our cross, this marker fell
between markers from two large contiguous scaffolds
(namely scaffolds 25 and 18) on chromosome 17 in the
current genome assembly. Examination of the 1.5-LOD
support intervals flanking the LG17 body-size QTL
places it in a region encompassing 9.9 Mb on
chromosome 17, between markers chrXVII:4909843 and
chrXVII:9697366 (including the unassembled sequence
on scaffold 27). The QTL region on chromosome 18
corresponds to 7.2 Mb, between markers chrXVIII:
2251951 and chrXVIII:9955470.

QTL analysis of pigment patterns: We identified
significant QTL for several pigment pattern phenotypes
(Figure 3, Table 3). Two significant QTL on LG1 and LG6
explained 26.6% of the variance in the degree of barring
(gray-value CV). There was an additional suggestive
QTL on LG11 that met the chromosome-wide
significance threshold. Hotel Lake alleles were
associated with higher amounts of barring at all three
QTL, and alleles at all of these QTL seemed to have
predominantly additive effects (Figure 4, Table 3). The
1.5-LOD support intervals suggest that the QTL on LG6
is contained within 1.5 Mb of genomic sequence, between
markers chrVI:15390272 and chrVI:16870159; the LG1
QTL corresponds to 6 Mb of sequence, between markers
chrI:1549902 and chrI:8072483.

Two features of the barred pattern that were linked in
parental lines segregated independently in F2s. In Hotel
Lake within-population crosses, both the number of

melanophores and the degree of melanization within
melanophores varied across the light and dark bars
(Table 1, Figure 1c). Some F2s appeared similar to
Hotel Lake fish; the light bars contained fewer melano-
phores that were also less melanized than those in the
dark bars (Supplementary Information, Supplementary
Figure S1a). In such fish, melanophore number and
melanization were always coincident; that is, regions of
the flank that contained low numbers of melanophores
were always less melanized. However, in other barred
fish, the melanophore number was relatively constant
across the flank, and only the degree of melanization
of individual melanophores varied in the light and
dark bars (Supplementary Information, Supplementary
Figure S1b).

Our measurement of the degree of barring, the gray-
value CV, is a composite measure that should capture
variation in both the number of melanophores and the
overall level of melanin across the flank. We quantified
two additional phenotypes to determine whether these
distinct pattern features could be genetically dissociated.
We counted the number of midline melanophores in the
light bars to represent variation in melanophore number,
and we rated the overall degree of melanization to assess
maximal pigment level. Midline light bar melanophore
counts were negatively correlated with the degree of
barring: fish that were more extensively barred had
lower melanophore counts (Table 2). The degree of
barring was also positively correlated with the maximal
amount of melanization (Table 2). This correlation
suggests that barring is driven in part by an overall
increase in the melanization of melanophores in the dark
bars of barred fish relative to unbarred fish.

Although both the midline melanophore number and
the degree of melanization were correlated with the
degree of barring, they were not significantly correlated
with one another and they mapped to distinct genomic
regions (Figure 3, Tables 2 and 3). The number of
melanophores in the light bars mapped strongly to LG6,
and shared the same peak marker as the degree of
barring phenotype (Figure 3, Table 3). In contrast, the
overall degree of melanization mapped significantly to
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LG1 (Figure 3, Table 3). The degree of barring and the
degree of melanization QTL on LG1 did not share the
same peak marker (Table 3), but the LOD support
intervals overlapped substantially. The LOD support
interval for the LG1 degree of melanization QTL extends
from chrI:3310077 to chrI:23569502 (Figure 5).

The association of a high degree of melanization with
overall barring suggests a potential epistatic interaction

between loci on LG1 and LG6, such that the barred
pattern might simply be masked in fish with low levels
of melanin. If this type of epistatic interaction existed,
fish with Little Campbell alleles at LG1 would be
predicted to be largely unbarred irrespective of the LG6
genotype; however, Hotel Lake LG6 alleles do increase
barring in these fish (Figure 4). In addition, there was no
statistical evidence for an epistatic interaction between

Table 3 Location and effect of QTL

Trait LOD LG cM Marker near peak PVE Lake Heterozygous Marine

Degree of barring 4.55 1 33 chrI:3310077 6.6 9.8±0.6 8.9±0.4 7.1±0.4
Degree of barring 10.82 6 55 chrVI:15780594 20.0 10.7±0.5 8.8±0.4 6.4±0.3
Degree of barring 2.82(s) 11 0 chrXI:457909 6.9 10.0±0.5 8.6±0.4 7.1±0.5
Degree of melanization 5.88 1 39 chrI:4816374 11.7 2.4±0.1 2.0±0.1 1.8±0.1
Midline light bar melanophores 5.14 6 56 chrVI:15780594 6.3 20.9±1.0 22.4±0.9 26±1.1
Dorsal melanophores 5.77 7 22 chrVII:1728753 11.6 41.6±0.9 36.7±0.8 35.6±1.0
Ventral melanophores 4.25 1 67 chrI:21909727 8.9 17.6±0.6 14.6±0.4 16±0.6
Standard length 10.29 17 34 chrUn:498491 23.6 18.9±2.2 19.1±2.2 14.9±1.2
Standard length 20.80 18 8 chrXVIII:5765162 41.1 19.8±1.9 19.6±1.9 16.2±1.7

Abbreviations: LG, linkage group; LOD, likelihood of odds; PVE, percentage variance explained; QTL, quantitative trait locus.
For all suggestive and significant QTL detected, the LOD score, LG, marker name, marker position (cM) and PVE is shown.
The mean±s.e.m. of the phenotype of F2 progeny for the different genotypic classes is also reported. (s) indicates a suggestive QTL.
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these loci (LG1*LG6, F(4, 167)¼ 1.4; P¼ 0.24), although
176 individuals provide low power to detect epistasis.

In addition to melanophore pigmentation associated
with barring, we also examined the number of melano-
phores in larger dorsal and ventral portions of the flank.
The number of melanophores in the dorsal and ventral
regions mapped to different genomic locations. The
maximum number of dorsal melanophores per segment
mapped to LG7, whereas the number of ventral
melanophores mapped to LG1. A previous QTL study
of pigmentation in sticklebacks found that variation in
the Kit ligand gene was associated with differences in
overall gill melanization and adult ventral body mela-
nophore number in a marine by freshwater cross (Miller
et al., 2007). However, we did not detect an association
between juvenile ventral melanophore numbers and
markers near Kit ligand in our cross. To further explore
these results, we genotyped wild-caught Hotel Lake and
Little Campbell River marine fish using a microsatellite
marker diagnostic for marine and derived Kit ligand
alleles. This marker amplified a product of 174-bp in both
populations, suggesting that both of these populations
possess the same ancestral ‘marine’ Kit ligand allele,
rather than the characteristic variant previously asso-
ciated with reduced pigmentation. As both of the
founders of our intercross possessed the same Kit ligand
allele, it is not surprising that the F2s did not exhibit
phenotypic variation associated with this locus (Miller
et al., 2007).

We next asked whether melanophore pigmentation
was associated with the other characteristic difference
between marine and freshwater pigmentation: the extent
of iridophore pigmentation. There was a significant
negative correlation between iridophores and the degree
of barring in F2s hybrids, but this relationship explained
only a small amount of phenotypic variance (R2¼ 0.09;
Table 2). There was a stronger correlation between
iridophores and the number of midline light bar
melanophores (R2¼ 0.23; Table 2), but this correlation is
likely somewhat confounded by correlations of both
measures with overall body size. We did not identify any
significant QTL associated with the extent of iridophore
pigmentation.

Discussion

Pigmentation QTL
We identified a striking variation in pigment patterns
among different populations of sticklebacks: freshwater
sticklebacks are prominently barred, whereas marine
sticklebacks are unbarred and exhibit increased silver
pigmentation. This divergent pigmentation was asso-
ciated with several QTL, providing evidence for a more
complex genetic architecture than is typically observed
for overall color change and suggesting potential
differences in the complexity of the underlying biology.
In particular, for the degree of barring, there were
significant QTL on LG1 and LG6 and there was an
additional suggestive QTL on LG11. These two signifi-
cant QTL were associated with two separable features of
the barred pattern: spatial variation in melanophore
number (LG6) and degree of melanization within
melanophores (LG1). This finding is reminiscent of
recent work in the domestic cat, which showed that
two loci underlie variation in the classic cat pigment
pattern of Tabby striping (Eizirik et al., 2010). The authors
hypothesize that one locus, Tabby, regulates development
of a striped pattern, whereas a second locus, Ticked,
controls how pigment cells regulate pigment synthesis
in response to the prepattern established by the Tabby
locus (Eizirik et al., 2010). In the future, it will be
interesting to determine whether there is a similar
hierarchical relationship between the two pattern loci
in sticklebacks and what the directionality of such a
relationship might be.

There are several aspects of our methodology that
should be considered when interpreting our results.
First, the modest sample size (176 F2s) leaves open the
possibility of overestimating the size of the detected QTL
(Beavis, 1998) and also increases the likelihood of
underestimating the number of QTL (Doerge, 2002),
suggesting that the genetic architecture for barring may
be even more complex than the three QTL we identified.
Nonetheless, with this sample size, we can rule out the
possibility that a single gene of very large effect has a role
in the divergent pigment patterns we have studied here.
Second, a small sample size, coupled with uneven
marker spacing, also contributes to the identification of
relatively large regions in the QTL analysis. Additional
work will be required to narrow these regions, which
will aid in the ultimate identification of causative genes
and mutations. Finally, because the pigment phenotypes
are highly associated with age and body size, we do not
yet know whether these QTL have a role in pigmentation
at other developmental stages. Analytical methods have
been developed to facilitate detection of QTL across
development (Wu and Lin, 2006), and in the future, it
would be interesting to compare the genetic architecture
of pigment patterns at different life stages.

Despite the large and consistent mean differences in
iridophore pigmentation among parental lines, we did
not identify any QTL for variation in iridophores in the
F2s. This could be attributed to variability in our
measurement of iridophore pigmentation. Although a
similar measurement was successfully used in another
fish QTL study (Nichols et al., 2008), iridophores have
traditionally been challenging to study as their appear-
ance changes substantially with light angle and level
(Bagnara, 1998). In addition, iridophores must be studied
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in live fish because their pigment is dissolved after
fixation (Lopes et al., 2008). Although we were careful to
use a constant level and angle of light during photo-
graphy, slight variation across photographs could have
introduced enough noise into the measurement to
confound the QTL analysis. Alternatively, it is possible
that a ceiling effect prohibited accurate quantification of
increasing numbers of iridophores. Finally, as discussed,

our cross might not have sufficient power to detect QTL
if many genes of small effect contribute to iridophore
pigmentation.

Pigmentation candidate genes
One key advantage of examining pigmentation is the rich
literature of genes and genetic pathways that have
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characterized roles in pigment cell development, pig-
ment synthesis and pigment expression. We collated the
location of 56 of these genes in the initial stickleback
genome assembly, including 23 with X2 paralogs, to
determine whether any of our QTL contained known
pigmentation candidate genes (Figure 5). In addition,
many QTL studies in fish species that currently lack a
complete, annotated genome have relied on synteny
between fish chromosomes to identify candidate genes
(Protas et al., 2006; Gross et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2009;
Tripathi et al., 2009; Valenzano et al., 2009). Our map of
stickleback pigmentation QTL and candidate genes
should be a useful resource for facilitating such
comparisons.

The barring QTL on LG6 contains the gene Gja5, which
encodes a gap junction protein, connexin 41.8. A
nonsense mutation in this gene has previously been
identified in the zebrafish leopard mutant (Watanabe et al.,
2006). This mutation disrupts normal pigment cell
interactions and results in an altered melanophore
distribution in which spots form in place of the typical
horizontal stripes (Watanabe et al., 2006). Strong leopard
alleles cause further breakdown of spots, yielding a
relatively even distribution of melanophores (Haffter
et al., 1996). In an interesting parallel, the barring
phenotype that maps to LG6 in sticklebacks also affects
variation in melanophore distribution across the
flank. Future studies will be required to assess the
validity of Gja5 as a candidate for controlling barring in
sticklebacks.

The region on LG1 that was associated with both
barring and overall melanin level contains two candidate
genes that are involved in pigment production. Bloc1s3 is
important in the packaging of pigment into organelles
(Navarro et al., 2008), and disruption of Bloc1s3 leads to
a dilute pigment phenotype in mice (Starcevic and
Dell’Angelica, 2004). Mutations of Tyrosinase (Tyr),
which encodes a key enzyme in melanin synthesis,
eliminate all pigmentation in zebrafish and medaka
(Koga et al., 1995; Page-McCaw et al., 2004). In addition,
the mosaic expression of Tyr in clonal groups of
melanocytes can induce striping in mice (Mintz and
Bradl, 1991). A regulatory change affecting either of these
genes could plausibly underlie the variation in melanin
level across the flank of freshwater vs marine stickle-
backs.

QTL for body size
We also performed QTL analysis on juvenile body size,
and found that body size maps to two regions: LG17 and
LG18. This finding contrasts with previous studies of
genetic associations with adult body size in sticklebacks.
In three QTL studies on different marine and freshwater
stickleback populations, adult body length was mapped
to the sex chromosome LG19 (Colosimo et al., 2004;
Kitano et al., 2009) and to LG13 (Albert et al., 2008). In our
study, body size was assessed during the active growth
phase of juveniles, and therefore our measurement might
be more reflective of relative growth rate than of final
adult body size. It is not surprising that body size at
different ages might have distinct genetic architectures
(Cheverud et al., 1996). In juveniles, one previous study
found significant linkage to the Ectodysplasin locus on
LG4 (Barrett et al., 2008), but this linkage was not
observed in other populations (Marchinko, 2009). In our

cross, we did not see significant linkage to any of the
previously identified body-size loci. Taken together,
these results suggest that the genetic basis of body size
may differ among stickleback populations, as well as
between juveniles and adults.

For QTL on both LG17 and LG18, freshwater alleles
are associated with a larger body size. We have not
investigated differences in growth rate between our
parental populations; hence, we do not yet know
whether this is the expected direction of effect. Interest-
ingly, a recent study demonstrated that freshwater alleles
at the Ectodysplasin locus on LG4 are associated with
faster growth in freshwater but not in saltwater (Barrett
et al., 2009). Our crosses were reared in freshwater, thus it
is possible that the QTL we have identified are also
specific to the freshwater environment. In the future, it
would be interesting to determine whether different QTL
for juvenile body size are found if F2s are reared in
different environments.

Possible function of pigmentation differences
We have not yet tested the functional significance of the
divergence we observe in juvenile pigmentation; how-
ever, we hypothesize that these phenotypes provide
crypsis in the distinct environments inhabited by
anadromous and freshwater sticklebacks, either during
the juvenile period or at later stages after the migration
of marines back to oceanic environments. Freshwater
sticklebacks typically breed in slow-moving streams or in
near-shore lake environments; both habitats have ex-
tensive plant cover that provides shelter for juveniles
(Hagen, 1967; Foster et al., 1988). Like freshwater stickle-
backs, many fish species inhabiting more complex near-
shore environments display repeating pigment patterns,
such as spots, bars or saddles (Seehausen et al., 1999;
Ruxton et al., 2004). Such patterns may be examples of
disruptive coloration or background matching, which
serve to break up the body form and allow fish to
visually recede into intricate backgrounds (Ruxton et al.,
2004; Stevens and Merilaita, 2009b). In contrast, the
pigmentation of anadromous juveniles may serve a
different purpose. Pelagic marine fish of many species
exhibit a similar silver coloration, which reflects light and
is believed to confuse predators in open-water environ-
ments with no background structure (Ruxton et al., 2004;
Quinn, 2005). Although our experiments do not directly
address the question of function, the fact that these
distinctive pigment patterns are highly conserved among
different freshwater and marine populations throughout
the Pacific Northwest does suggest that there may be
selective pressure maintaining these different pheno-
types. It will be interesting in the future to use predation
experiments to directly test whether these divergent
phenotypes are important for avoiding predation (Foster
et al., 1988; Marchinko, 2009).

Conclusions

In summary, our QTL analysis revealed that the degree
of vertical barring maps to two loci that are associated
with separable aspects of this trait, namely melanin level
and melanophore number. This result emphasizes the
fact that although simple genetic changes have been
associated with the evolution of pigmentation, differ-
ences in color patterns can also be associated with a more
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complex genetic architecture. Clearly, additional studies
are required to determine whether complex changes in
color patterns more often result from changes in few
genes of large effect or in many genes of smaller effect. It
is a difficult task to find the causative changes that
underlie QTL of relatively small effect, but these efforts
are required to fully appreciate the complexity of natural
variation in biological patterns.
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